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About Us
Originally founded in 1992 as the AIDS Society of Kamloops, the Society was formed to promote health
and wellness and provided education to strengthen the Kamloops community. The Society soon
recognized the need to house individuals before they could focus on their health. From there, the
“Housing First” initiatives began. Others soon called upon the Society to help all who were seeking
assistance to find hope, shelter, and support. In 2016, the Society changed its name to the ASK Wellness
Society, to reflect the initiatives to serve all in the community who struggle with their housing, health,
or employment. This year in May of 2022, we celebrated 30 years of ASK providing services across
communities in the Interior.
The vision of the ASK Wellness Society is to work towards a society that recognizes the value and
potential of each individual. We work each and every day towards our mission of providing outreach,
housing, health, education, employment, and emotional support services for marginalized and persons
at risk. The support services provided by ASK Wellness Society are offered in the Interior cities of
Kamloops, Merritt, and Penticton, and include such services as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

housing support
rent supplements
crisis funding
support for those doing sex work
health navigation
public health education and training

2022
Leadership
Team

Bob Hughes

Chief Executive Officer

Cher Doolan

Director of People
Experience & Employment

www.askwellness.ca

•
•
•
•
•

addiction recovery supports
harm reduction initiatives
mental health supports
life skills for those with diversabilities
employment coaching

Kim Galloway

Chief Operating Officer

Jeremy Cain

Director of Outreach &
Clinical Supports

Natascha Strauss

Chief Financial Officer

Keri Cooke

Director of Merritt
Operations

Kyra Matheson

Director of Accounting

Karen protasivich

Director of Facilities & Asset
Planning
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CEO
Message
It is my honour to have served another year at the helm of this
vibrant and relevant organization that serves three communities
within the Interior of BC. ASK Wellness Society has continued to
grow in the focus and range of programs offered.
I am deeply proud of the capacity of our staff and management
in facing another year operating within the COVID 19 Pandemic,
an unrelenting toxic drug crisis, and a shortage of affordable
housing. Not only have we managed to keep all our programs
operational during these challenging times that include a
massive labour shortage, we have also been able to advance our
efforts to create programs and facilities that focus on recovery
and employment.

“

The opening of the Maverick Supportive Recovery and Vocational
Centre in Kamloops, the anticipated opening of the Penticton
Recovery and Supportive Housing program in Spring of 2023,
and the expansion of our Prescribed Safer Supply program
are all examples of our determination to develop and offer real
opportunities for people to overcome barriers like addiction and
mental illness. These programs, along with our plans to create another social enterprise that will engage
and employ many of the participants within our Supportive Housing programs, reflect our commitment
to the Streets to Homes to Health to Employment vision. Witnessing many long-term participants of our
low barrier housing settings courageously accept the invitation to participate in a recovery program or
begin employment through our peer ambassador programs, speaks to the manifestation of our vision
to help people reach their potential.

Bob Hughes
Ceo

While many members of the communities we work within have grown increasingly frustrated with the
impacts of addictions and a homeless crisis on social order, we cannot relent from our determination
above all to keep people alive and find meaningful ways to support people to find wellness and
purpose. It is understandable why there is such an outcry within the community, but our duty is to not
let this tension diminish the importance of living by our core values and believing in our vision that
our programs can contribute to people realizing their potential. Our commitment to sharing stories
of success and influence can be part of turning the tides of animosity into a groundswell of hope and
change.
We have one of the most dynamic Board of Directors I have ever worked with, and a management and
staff team that are the epitome of talent and drive. Together, we can stay the course of finding pathways
towards recovery within a lens of cultural safety and reconciliation.

www.askwellness.ca
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Board of Directors Message
As usual, ASK Wellness Society has been busy over this past fiscal year. It is a true testament to all
employees that so much has been accomplished, given the multitude of complications involved in your
work.
Our housing portfolio continues to expand. In Kamloops, Cookie’s Place opened to much deserved
fanfare and the acknowledgment that more such Seniors Housing is needed throughout BC. The
opening of the Maverick Recovery Program, which provides long-term substance-use rehabilitation
and recovery, was another pivotal milestone. Recovery programming is something that is also sorely
needed across the province. Looking forward into the upcoming year, Cedar Terrace in Merritt begins
admissions in October, providing 46 units of Seniors Housing. ASK is also involved in designing 16 units
of housing in the City of Merritt, using state-of-the-art 3-D printing technology. In Penticton, progress
has been made towards the construction of a Recovery and Supportive Housing project, which will
incorporate First Nations concepts and operations.
Many other programs saw additional changes and areas of growth. Our medical programs expanded
to a third site, offering prescribed opiate therapy in an attempt to circumvent street-accessed supply
and use. Our Property Services and Maintenance teams moved to a new location, allowing these teams
to now operate in a more structured and streamlined fashion. Explorations are ongoing to replace the
Mattress Recycling program with a more robust and affordable employment stream for some program
participants.
One of the many complications has continued to be the COVID Pandemic. Sadly, this is not resolved,
albeit the obstacles are at a lower level than last year. Vigilance is still required and most workplaces
experience some level of absenteeism due to staff infection.
As the Chair of the Board of Directors, I continue to be involved after more than ten years. This is
partly due to the high quality of Board members, and partly due to my appreciation for the staff at
ASK Wellness Society. The Board recognizes many of the stresses you must experience, and remains
committed to supporting you in any way possible. THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU DO.
Stan Fike
Chairperson, Board of Directors

Stan Fike, Chairperson

Gary Limpright, Treasurer

Brad Alberts, Vice-Chair

Gina Dillon, Secretary

Neil Menard

S Paul Varga

Trudy Marsh

Ryan Deneault

Sandie Keetch

Michael Lamont

Retired Physician, 13-year tenure

Housing Developer, 3.5-year tenure

Retired Mayor & Union Manager, 2-year tenure

Social Worker, 1.5-year tenure

Retired Teacher, 1-year tenure

www.askwellness.ca

Accountant, 3-year tenure

Human Resources, 2.5-year tenure

Lawyer, 2-year tenure

Community Engagement, 1-year tenure

Broadcast Media, 7-month tenure
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moments of impact: streets
In 2021, we continued to provide a range of outreach
support services designed to assist members of our
community who are facing homelessness, mental health
struggles, and/or substance misuse disorder. Historically,
we have used a two-pronged approach of Harm
Reduction and Education. In response to the unique
service environment brought on by concurrent public
health emergencies in BC, both of these approaches
were adapted appropriately. An increasingly toxic drug
supply in BC has had catastrophic effects on individuals
suffering from addiction and has increased the pressure
on front line staff to continue to save lives while still
maintaining hope in the face of persistent tragedy. A
lack of adequate resources for individuals in need of complex care has placed a further burden on those
actively working to meet the needs of the population they serve.
Street Outreach: The program works to effectively case manage street-entrenched individuals to ensure
they are connected to adequate resources in an effort to meet basic needs. Last year, this continued
to be done in partnership with other service providers, such as Interior Health Authority (IHA), Interior
Community Services (ICS), Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA), and Aboriginal Friendship
Society (AFS). The evening street outreach partnered with CMHA staff to better facilitate individuals
attempting to access shelter services. Additionally, the service has seen increased collaboration with the
City of Kamloops to better address the needs of the vulnerable population. Weekly meetings between
the City, Community Service Officers (CSO), and outreach teams have identified and addressed
individual and community needs.

Streets
impact
by
numbers
Apr 2021-Mar 2022

www.askwellness.ca

- Maureen College, Executive Director at Hopewell Clinic

“

“

What I see is unconditional compassion for anyone in
need. The Outreach workers knowing the people that are
on the margins of society. They know their names, they
know their stories, and they’re out there giving hope.

MerritT Harm Reduction
& Street Outreach

Kamloops Street Outreach
& Community Inclusion

Education

2,291

2,132

4

Individual Points
of Contact*

Individual Points
of Contact*

Street Outreach School
Education Sessions
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Moments of impact: streets
Overdose Prevention Services (ODP): Offering services seven days a week, ODP worked to deliver safe
and effective harm reduction services, while mitigating the impact of homelessness and addiction to
community members and business partners. The highly successful Sharps Recovery Peer Program,
funded by the City of Kamloops and IHA, contributed to the community by sweeping the North Shore
corridor and safely disposing of any harm reduction materials. Additionally, ODP continued to run the
needle pick-up hotline where community members can arrange for safe disposal of harm reduction
materials. The overdose prevention site (OPS) continued to support people in making the safe choice
not to use alone.

Peer
Program

The Sharps Recovery Program continued
to be an effective targeted program, which
benefits both community and participants. Peer
participants have been given a chance to give
back to their community while also being given
an opportunity for entry-level employment.

SHOP Program: This long running and well-established
program delivers Social and Health Options for Individuals
involved in Sex Work. Due to the Pandemic, major
adaptations to the program continue to occur. A new major
aspect of the SHOP Program has been the safe suite.
Naloxone Training: The toxic drug crisis continued to take
the lives of people across the province. Our Outreach
Coordinator, Health Educator, and Drug Checking Technician
trained hundreds of staff and fellow community members
on how to provide life-saving Naloxone in case of overdose.

Month (2021)

Peers Worked

Hours worked

April

6

28

May

15

52

June

10

48

July

8

90

August

8

112

what is naloxone?
Naloxone is is a life-saving
medication that can reverse an
overdose from opioids, including
heroin, fentanyl, and prescription
opioid medications.

Community Transitions Team: A partnership between ASK Wellness Society and PHSA, this program
continues to identify the gap in services faced by individuals transitioning from corrections back into
the community.

Community Transitions Team: A partnership between ASK Wellness Society andMembers
PHSA, thisofprogram
the
52 School back
seeks to identify the gap in services faced by individuals transitioning from corrections
into
District*
community.
External
95 Organization/
21
Business Members*
139
Community
Naloxone
Community
lives saved
Training
Apr 2021-Mar 2022
by ASK Staff
147 Members Received
Sessions
Naloxone Training*
Administering Naloxone

Streets
impact
by
numbers
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Moments of impact: homes
At ASK, we believe in the Housing First Initiative, recognizing the need to house individuals before they
can focus on other aspects of wellness such as health and employment. In the last year, we provided a
total of 753 housing units across the Interior.
215 units were property-management specific, and did not provide any programming to the residents.
They included a wide range of affordable housing options for residents, including singles, couples,
families, and seniors, all with low to moderate income.
The other 538 units were program-specific, ranging across a variety of support levels, including
supportive housing, transitional housing, recovery-based housing, and housing supports for people with
diversabilities, substance misuse disorder, and/or mental health challenges.

Penticton Supportive Housing Audit
In the Spring of 2021, BC Housing commissioned an independent review of Supportive Housing in
Penticton, per the request of Penticton City Council. Of the three buildings audited, two were ASK sites,
Fairhaven and Burdock House. The review included interviews with operating staff, RCMP, city staff and
local business owners, as well as tours of all three sites and a survey with participants. Ultimately, they
found that residents were benefiting from having a stable home with access to supports.
Some of the key findings from survey responses included:
•
•
•
•
•

92% positive interactions with neighbours.
66% improvements in overall well-being.
59% improved access to supports.
44% improvements in their physical health.
41% improved access to education.

• 38% improvements to their mental health.
• 37% improvements in addiction issues.
• 35% improved access to employment
opportunities.

Housing Outreach Services
Due to the catastrophic natural disasters, COVID health crisis, and the increased cost of housing,
the past year saw community members struggling more than ever. These realties saw community
members facing, or being at risk of, job loss, homelessness, and increasing health concerns. Throughout
this time, Housing Outreach continued to be one of our most-necessary programs. We worked with
people who needed support to find or maintain their housing by providing crisis funding towards
damage deposit assistance, emergency repairs, rent subsidies, and safe repatriation to their home
address in other cities. We also provided significant amounts of funding towards food security.

housing
outreach
impact
by
numbers
Apr 2021-Mar 2022

www.askwellness.ca

kamloops housing outreach

Merritt
310

17

People Repatriated
from Kamloops
Back to Their Home
Community.

1,683

Total People Served
at Housing Outreach

Kamloops
1,373

89

People Received
Food Assistance in
Grocery Gift Cards
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moments of impact: homes
Kamloops: Cookies Place Opening
Cookie’s Place opened in Kamloops on March 1, 2022. With
funding provided by BC Housing, ASK opened 37 units of housing
for independent seniors, 55 and older, who are on a fixed low
to moderate income. This project was built in response to the
affordable housing needs of the aging population. The building
is advantageous for seniors as it is close to city amenities, such
as shopping and city transportation. Cookie’s Place is named
after the honorable Cookie Reimer, who has dedicated her life to
supporting the underprivileged, specifically creating awareness of
HIV/AIDS. The ribbon cutting celebration on May 25, 2022 was a monumental day in recognition of the
housing needs of the Kamloops senior population.

In Progress: Current Housing Projects

Merritt: Housing Developments
In response to the growing housing crisis in Merritt and
in partnership with the City of Merritt, ASK explored an
unconventional solution to replace some of the homes that were
lost in November’s flood with two 8-plex row style 3-D printed
homes. Additionally, our newest 44-unit affordable seniors
housing, Cedar Terrace, has a projected completion of late 2022/
early 2023, with priority being offered to eligible seniors who have
been affected by the recent fire and floods.

penticton: supportive housing & Recovery project
In May of 2021, we proudly announced our new partnership with
Ooknakane Friendship Centre. Alongside BC Housing, this building,
located at 3240 Skaha Lake Rd, will offer 44 units of affordable,
recovery-focused supportive housing. This unique program will
also provide in-house access to substance use recovery counselling,
Indigenous cultural supports, and vocational support. Construction
for this new facility began in January of 2022, with projected
completion in 2023.

supportive housing wraparound services

housing
impact
by
numbers
Apr 2021-Mar 2022
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753

Total Housing
Units

215

Low-Income
Market Units

538

Program Units

203,654

Meals Provided to
Housing Program
Participants*

8,404

1-1 LPN Interactions
with Program
Participants*
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moments of impact: health
Health Navigation
Throughout the last year, we continued to focus on building capacity, in
order to have a positive impact on the quality of life of individuals living
with complex health needs. This was delivered though medical advocacy,
health counselling, connection to treatment, education about treatment
and disorders, transportation to medical appointments, and referrals to
services that we are unable to provide. Growth was seen in our 2SLGBTQ+
Programs and Education, as well as through the adaptations seen in our
Blood-Borne Infection (BBI) supports. The BBI Outreach worker created
a Smoothie Program, open to all BBI and Health Navigation participants.
The Smoothie Program helps prepare and package produce to freeze for
smoothies, as an important nutritional benefit for people on retrovirals.
This is the only HIV/Hep C community-based program in Kamloops and
has a focus on reducing stigma and providing education. The health
educator collaborated with TRUSU Pride and Kamloops Pride to strengthen community relationships,
as well as to develop new Queer social/support groups. They also provided internal and external training
on Queer Education and Sexual Health Education.

expansion of drug checking services
The FTIR Drug Checking service, offered through an ongoing partnership
with IHA and BCCSU, continued to expand. In Kamloops, partnering
agencies such as CMHA, ICS and A Way Home allowed on-site drug
checking. The expansion into assisting youth services is a new dynamic for
ASK, but one we fully embraced to target a highly vulnerable population.
FTIR services became available regularly in the communities of Merritt and
Pentiction. In Merritt, a partnership with Nicola Valley Shelter and Support
Society allowed on-site drug checking in Merritt once a week. In Penticton,
a second FTIR machine provided by IHA facilitated the ability for consistent
ongoing drug checking efforts. Partnerships in the community, including
IHA peer network, MHSU, Penticton and area Overdose Prevention Society, Penticton District Society
of Community Living, and the Princeton Family Services Society, allowed for a wide range of drug
checking opportunities.

532

Health
impact
by
numbers

Drug Samples
Tested

Apr 2021-Mar 2022

23

High Risk “Drug Alerts”

www.askwellness.ca

Alerts are released to inform
the public of a deadly toxic
substance, as a result of ASK
Drug Checking.
[Typically released by
Interior Health]

Merritt
74
Penticton
122
Merritt
4

Kamloops
336

Kamloops
12

Penticton
7
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Moments of impact: health
ti-oat
Tablet Injectable Opioid Agonist Therapy, or TiOAT, is a life-saving, medication-assisted treatment
program for people living with opioid use disorders who have not benefitted from other treatment
options like Methadone or Suboxone. TiOAT reduces the risk of drug poisoning by providing
pharmaceutical-grade medications as an alternative to the toxic drug supply. It also allows people to
engage with health care, to connect to services, and to find stabilization of addiction. This year, the
program worked on opening a third site. The additional site is currently in progress.

World AIDS Day gathering
On December 1, 2021 staff, volunteers, health professionals and
community partners gathered at the CMHA Clubhouse in honour
of World AIDS Day. The day aimed to highlight the fight against
HIV/AIDS, to show support for people living with the disease, and to
remember those who have died from HIV/AIDS and related illness.
HIV/AIDS is still a stigmatizing disease that requires us to raise
awareness, fight prejudice and improve education. Our precious
Cookie Reimer organized an elaborate array of refreshments and
lead the vigil walk. As the first public gathering for ASK Wellness
Society since the Pandemic, this truly was a momentous day.

opening of the maverick recovery centre
In the summer of 2021, we opened our doors to the new Maverick
Supportive Recovery and Career Development Centre in Kamloops.
Recovery programming is a visibly identified missing gap across the
province, and the opening of this new early recovery program was
monumental.

maverick
supportive
recovery
& career
Development
centre

www.askwellness.ca

Phase One is a twelve bed, 90-day supportive recovery program where people
have access to a substance abuse counsellor, three meals daily, and a variety of
addictions programs such as Daily Addiction Relapse Prevention (DARP).
Phase Two is the Adult Addiction Supportive Housing (AASH) program, operated
in partnership with IHA. These individuals have the opportunity of paying
subsidized rent while still engaging in activities to promote sobriety and wellness.
These individuals have access to life skills workers and peer support staff to help
identify any barriers to ongoing sobriety. Stabilization and transition are the goals
in Phase Two.
Phase Three is focused on career development, work experience, and transition
to independent living. Individuals in Phase Three continue to pay subsidized rent
while they plan to transition to independent living. These participants work closely
with our employment support liaison as they attempt to identify long term goals.
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moments of impact: employment
final fiscal year of the mattress recycling program
It was with a heavy heart that we announced the decision to discontinue our Mattress Recycling
Program. This program began in 2016, and started with the vision and structure of a social enterprise
that provided meaningful employment opportunities while supporting barriered individuals, our
community, and the planet. Employees removed mattresses from regional landfills, deconstructed
them, and recycled or repurposed what would otherwise become bulky and slow composing waste.
We employed strategies from various angles in an attempt to make an independent, self-supported
social enterprise. Attempts included contracting with Purppl, applying for wage subsidies, and seeking
extensive community donations. Unfortunately, our efforts were not able to provide the funding
necessary to persist forward with operating this program. We are, however, currently exploring new
social enterprise ideas. Reflecting on the program, we are proud of the impact it made.
5-Years at a Glance, Mattress Recycling Program Highlights:
• Five years of commitment
• $184,000+ invested in wages
• 47 people employed, 94% of whom
had barriers to employment

• 40,332 mattresses recycled
• 2,160 meals provided

new employment opportunities: Penticton ambassador program
The Penticton Ambassador Program opened as a pilot project in August of 2021. The program aimed
to provide program participants from the two Penticton supportive housing sites with opportunities
for job preparedness, personal growth, and development. The program coordinated community
clean-up through peer employment, with funding provided by BC Housing. Operating four days per
week, participants collected littered garbage and paraphernalia, starting in neighbourhoods near the
supportive housing sites. The program fostered positive change amongst both participating individuals
and the general public. For the individual participants, it developed and enhanced pre-employment
skills and work ethic, fostered a sense of pride and ownership, and allowed folks to once again start to
feel like a member of a larger community; not someone living in the margins of it. We are happy to
report that thanks to the generosity of an anonymous community donor, the program is being funded
for another year!

impact
by
numbers

8,428

Mattresses Recycled

22

Mattress Program
Supported Employees

12,000

Hours Worked at
Mattress Plant*

409

Lunches Provided to
Staff at Mattress Plant*

Apr 2021-Mar 2022

7,000 lbs

Garbage Collected by
Peer Ambassadors*

www.askwellness.ca

43

Peer Ambassadors

1,097

Hours Worked
by Ambassadors

$16,455

Gift Cards
Paid to Ambassadors
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Moments of impact: employment
a look into working at ask...
We wish to do everything possible for those facing barriers, in order to still provide them with equal
opportunities – including opportunities for employment. As an inclusive employer, we understand
that employment is fluid and that it can look different for everyone. This is evident through our range
of employment opportunities, including peer employment, supported employment, and general
employment in the workforce. We also look to provide our employees with ongoing education on
what it means to act in an inclusive and culturally safe manner. Over this past year, we provided our
employees with inclusivity guidance through 2SLGBTQ+ training and Indigenous History education. We
continue to aim for all worksites to be culturally safe spaces.

steph
winston

“

I feel valued here. ASK
fosters such an inclusive,
open, and diverse attitude,
which absolutely makes me
hope to be here for the long
haul! The resilience I see
day to day from staff who
are committed to helping
out program participants
and coworkers is inspiring!

2022 employment stats
We continue to grow and
provide meaningful work
to our home
communities
in Kamloops,
Merritt, and
Penticton.

www.askwellness.ca

Our employees know that at ASK, we truly believe in the strength
and value of life experience, and many of our employees have lived
experience related to our program services. This includes experiences
of homelessness, mental health challenges, substance misuse
disorders, and living with diversabilities, among others. Everyone has
moments in their lives when support is needed from an employer.
We aim to be the employer that provides options and supports when
our employees face inevitable life challenges, rather than being an
additional barrier.

employee engagement survey
In November of 2021, we conducted the
annual Employee Engagement Survey,
which measured employees’ emotional
and intellectual commitment and
is aimed to help us become an employer
of choice. The survey was sent to
all employees (273). Our goal was to
achieve a 75% response rate, and we
were able to reach 71%. This is up 8%
compared to the year prior. We will
continue to do our best and hopefully
reach a 75% response rate goal in 2022.

Year

Paid in salaries,
payroll taxes, and
fringe benefits.

Individuals
employed during
fiscal period

2018

$3,803,040

169

2019

$5,169,661

222

2020

$7,512,122

260

2021

$9,615,987

344

2022

$10,402,118

366

employees by region
during fiscal period
Merritt
32
Penticton
59

Kamloops
275
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Community Impact
Merritt Fire and Flood Response
For communities in the Nicola Valley, from June to December of 2021, residents were devastated with
two consecutive natural disasters. The 2021 summer wildfires caused extreme damage, including entire
communities lost and the stress of evacuation. They were then suddenly faced with the desolation
brought on by the catastrophic flooding that occurred in the fall, forcing evacuation for all residents of
Merritt. It can be said that in some shape or form, everyone in these communities has been impacted.
The most evident forms of loss for people were the physical cost of losing homes, losing personal
belongings, and being unable to meet their basic needs. Many lost their sense of security, safety, and
overall well-being. This trauma cannot be measured or compared. The economic, social, and emotional
burdens will continue to have a tangible impact across all demographics. The dislocation of people from
their homes and communities has greatly strained affordable housing options in Merritt. There are gaps
in supply and funding of resources to meet the basic needs of not only those who have been dislocated,
but also of the most marginalized members of the community.
Through the United Way BC Flood Response Fund, we were able to support our community members
with receiving critical assistance – from rent support to medical supplies, groceries, and clothing. With
this support, the community continued to work towards recovery from financial and physical losses.
ASK continues to offer support to our community members still recovering from these natural disasters.
It is important to note the resilience of citizens of the Nicola Valley and surrounding communities
and acknowledge the hopeful, collaborative, and collective efforts to remain united while ongoing
restoration and rebuilding occurs.

Truth and Reconciliation
At the end of May 2021, all across Canada we received
a gutwrenching reminder of our horrific history as a
nation. The bodies of 215 Indigenous children had been
discovered in unmarked graves at the site of the Kamloops
Indian Residential School on Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc
land. While this took place in Kamloops, the impacts of
this news were felt across all communities. Throughout
the months that followed, thousands more bodies
were discovered across former Residential School sites.
For our Indigenous staff and program participants, we
continue to hold space for those affected by the years of
transgenerational trauma.
As an agency working within the social services sector, we support a marginalized population that is
disproportionately represented by Indigenous individuals. Throughout our programs, we make the
conscious choice to stand up when called upon to be a voice of support for Indigenous support services
and to work diligently in improving how to provide a culturally safe space. While we are committed
to working on this, we humbly recognize that we have a long way to go as we address our own biases
and the perpetuation of systemic racism. We will continue to recognize that it is the duty of all nonIndigenous people to do more. We must learn about the land we live on, the history of that land,
and its original Indigenous peoples. We must educate ourselves on current issues that Indigenous
communities face. We must urge action from our government. We must talk about, celebrate, and
honour Indigenous traditions. On September 30th, 2021 we were honoured to recognize the first
National Day of Truth and Reconciliation. We fully acknowledge the understanding that there is a long
way to go before we are truly able to celebrate Truth and Reconciliation.

www.askwellness.ca
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Community Impact
Covid Response
We have operated the Kamloops Vulnerable Population
Isolation Project since the onset of COVID. Throughout this
reporting year, we continued our collaborative work with IHA
and community partners to support the vulnerable population
in need of isolation. ASK provided housing, meals, and ensured
service recipients received prescribed safe supply to successfully
complete the isolation term. In Penticton, ASK supported the
regional isolation project with critical staff relief services and oncall support. For our program sites and buildings, Occupational
Health and Safety continued to help keep program participants
and staff safe by regularly ensuring appropriate use, stock, and
orders of COVID Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).

Guiding Principles
Housing First

Client-Centered

The Society believes all individuals have the right
to safe and affordable housing. We are charged
with the task of assisting those who are facing, or
at risk of facing homelessness in finding, securing,
and maintaining suitable housing in their service
area.

The Society recognizes the value and dignity
of each individual. We encourage and support
program participants to make healthy choices
and respect the choices that they make. We
advocate with, and on behalf of, program
participants to improve their quality of life.

Social Justice

Harm Reduction

The Society believes all individuals deserve equity
in accessibility. We collaborate with community
partners and actively participate in community
efforts to ensure that basic human rights are
protected. We promote shared, private, and public
responsibility in the delivery of education and
awareness. We believe that social justice cannot
occur at other people’s expense.

The Society believes harm reduction promotes
and supports the health and well-being of both
individuals and communities. We believe that all
humans have the right to comprehensive, nonjudgmental services based on individual need.
Through education and prevention efforts, we
work to reduce the risk of harm for individuals
engaged in or affected by risky behaviours.

www.askwellness.ca
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support and provide hope to the most vulnerable members of our community.
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To our local community partners, thank you for helping us change lives. It is
together, through collaboration that the best services and supports are possible.

/company/ask-wellness-society
/ask_wellness_society
/ASKWellnessSocietyKamloops
* numbers are estimates based on voluntary survey data and employee reports

